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CHAPTER I
THE BACKGROUND OF THIS STUDY

CHAPTER I
THE BACKGROUND OF THIS STUDY
During World War II and the post war-period, there
has been a great deal said about the "G.I.*1 way of teach¬
ing.

Specifically, this discussion has been concerned with

the various types of audio-visual aids which in many cases
greatly speeded learning among service trainees.
cases were widely publicized.

These

Because of this wide pub¬

licity and because of the sparsity with which audio-visual
aids had been used in most schools, the common misconcep¬
tion has arisen to the effect that use of audio-visual aids
for educational purposes originated during World War II.
On the contrary, the use of audio-visual aids to instruc¬
tion is almost as old as education itself.

Twenty-five

hundred years ago, Socrates made frequent use of the field
trip in his teaching.

John Amos Comenius} convinced that

a graduated series of textbooks with illustrative materi¬
als was absolutely necessary for improved instruction,
prepared the first visualized textbook in history over
three hundred years ago.

Even those aids which one con¬

siders to be modern, such as motion pictures, transcrip¬
tions, slides, and dioramas were all used in school long
before World War II.
However, while these materials were known, they were

. 56
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(1)

Dele, Edgar

Audio-Visual Methods In Teaching.

used to a very limited extent as a whole.

Educational

films were being made prior to World War X, but by the
beginning of World War II, a very small percentage of
schools were equipped with projectors.

Schools have clung

to the traditional memoriter type learning, and have conse¬
quently relied almost exclusively on verbal aids to instruc¬
tion.
Many teachers and pupils have become awakened to the
fact that there may be quicker and better ways of instruc¬
tion, instruction which will help remedy the weakness of
verbalism which has crept into the learning of the pupils.
The use of audio-visual aids is not a panacea to cure all
the ills of education.
or for teachers.

It is not a substitute for teaching

The use of audio-visual materials makes

the work of the teacher even more complex and demanding.
But the skillful use of audio-visual aids does hold out the
promise of more effective, more economical, and more satis¬
fying learning.
The present is a most appropriate time for the devel¬
opment of a school audio-visual program.

The general pub¬

lic, at this particular time is more alert to the need of
an expanded, effective program than it has ever been be¬
fore.

Because of the flood of publicity which emerged

during and immediately after World War II, teachers, stu¬
dents, administrators, and the general public are awake to
»

these "new* methods of instruction.

There are in many cities comprehensive audio-visual
programs in charge of full-time directors.

In many of the

larger towns, there is in operation an audio-visual program
under the direction of a full-time or a part-time adminis¬
trator.

Yet, in the small town school, it is difficult to

find organized programs for models in setting up a program.
The author feels that in the Warren East School, a
small elementary school in a small town, there is need for
an audio-visual program.

As principal of the Warren East

School, the author knows that the development of an audio¬
visual program is his responsibility.

Because of the lack

of printed material for small school programs and because
of the necessity for the development of the program in the
Warren East School, the author therefore is making this
study for the express purpose of developing an audio-visual
program for the Warren East School.

It is hoped that

others in a similar position may be guided in the develop¬
ment of an audio-visual program.

/

■i
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CHAPTER IX
THE IMPORTANCE OF AN AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM
The type of teaching which is done in our school is
of the traditional type.

Virtually all the class work is

tied very closely to the textbooks.

The learning experi¬

ences for the great part consist of reading, listening to
the teacher, and doing various written exercises.

Natur¬

ally, the program with such an organization is narrow and
completely out of balance with such a great preponderance
of the use of verbal symbols for communicating ideas.
This procedure ignores the known facts which show that all
pupils are not alike, and can not all learn from the same
types of learning experiences.

The effective use of audio¬

visual aids can help restore the balance.

According to

Chandler and Cypher,^ the following values accrue from the
effective use of audio-visual aids in teaching:
"I.

Value of Audio-Visual Aids - When Effectively
Used in Teaching
1.

Lessen major weakness of verbalism.

2.

Humanize and vitalize subject matter.

3.

Provide interesting approach to new topics
and give correct initial impression.

4. Provide happy learning.
5. Economize time in learning.

(1) Chandler, Anna C. and Cypher, Irene F.
Visual Techniques, p. 10

Audio-

- 7 6.

Increase ability of retention.

7.

Aid in developing keen observation,

g. Supply concrete material needed.
9. Stimulate Initiative of pupils in making
materials.
10.

Stimulate creative responses in pupils,

11.

Provide the best substitute for real ex¬
perience.

IP.

Stimulate interest and aid in self-expres¬
sion.

13.

Enrich and clarify instruction.

14.

Help in orienting the child to the world in
which he lives.0

As a further indication of the worth of audio-visual
aids in teaching, the following statement is made by Dale,
p
Finn and Hoban that °The following claims for properly
used audio-visual materials in the teaching situation are
supported by research evidence:
1.

They supply a concrete basis for conceptual think¬
ing and hence reduce meaningless word responses of
students,

2. They have a high degree of interest for students.
3.

They supply the necessary basis for developmental

(2) Dale, Edgar, Finn, James D., Hoban, Charles F, Jr.
°Research on Audio-Visual Materials.0 Audio-Visual Materials
of Instruction, p. 255

— B —
learning and hence make learning more permanent.
They offer a reality of experience which stimulates
self-activity on the part of pupils.
5. They develop a continuity of thought; this is es¬
pecially true of motion pictures.
6. They contribute to growth of meaning and hence to
vocabulary development.
7. They provide experience not easily secured by
other materials and contribute to the efficiency,
depth, and variety of learning."
Thus, it can be said that the proper use of audio¬
visual aids in teaching will help make learning more
meaningful and effective.

It will bring the process of

education more in line with the modern scientific and
technological trend.

"There can be little question of

the need for greatly expanded use of audio-visual materials
in the schools.

We can continue to toil under the benign

inefficiency of the purely verbal approach to education, or
we can re-evaluate our curricula and Instruction to the end
that our students will receive as complete and purposeful
a preparation for life as is possible today."3

It will

help keep education from maintaining an artificial posi¬
tion apart from every-day life.

In essence, the use of

(3) Schreiber, Robert E. and Calvert, Leonard
Building an Audio-Visual Program, p. 10

- 9 audio-visual aide in teaching will bring instruction in
the school more in harmony with modern life.
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CHAPTER III
THE MATERIALS OF AN ADEQUATE AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM
Organization of Materials—To many people. If not
most people, the terra "Audio-Visual Aids”, unfortunately
means merely slides and motion pictures.

Actually the

term audio-visual aids should cover a host of materials
which run the gamut from the simplest oft-used aids such
as chalkboards to complex equipment, such as recording
equipment.

Preparatory to the development of a definite

program of audio-visual aids to teaching In our school, it
will be necessary to list the various aids and discuss
somewhat their application to classroom teaching.

There

is no set order of listing the various aids, which include
chalkboards, textbook illustrations, globes and maps,
charts, diagrams, graphs, bulletin boards, flat pictures,
slides and film strips, moving pictures, dioramas, objects,
models, specimens, opaque materials, radio programs, re¬
cordings, transcriptions, dramatic participation, and fieldtrips,

An alphabetical listing will make for easy refer¬

ence but nothing else.

Edgar Dale Makes use of a M;Jone of

ExperienceMl, (See Figure I, on the following page) which
proceeds from the more concrete to the more abstract.
This system is excellent for a general study of the field,
but it is not particularly practical for everyday situations.
In this paper, the audio-visual aids will be discussed, as

(1)

Dale, Edgar

Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, p. 39

THE CONE OF EXPERIENCE2

FIGURE I

{?.)

Dale, Edgar,

op. cit.

p. 39

- 13 far ae possible, in order of their general use proceeding
from those used most commonly to those which are used
rather infrequently.

Of course the frequency of use of

most of the aids is dependent to a great extent upon the
subject matter and the grade level.
While the written or spoken word is undoubtedly the
most important and most frequently used of the audio-visual
aids, in this paper it will not be discussed as such a dis¬
cussion would involve the entire field of education.

Rather,

the discussion will concern the use of aids which help to
make more meaningful words and concepts by giving to those
words and concepts a background of more than Just verbal
experiences.
Chalkboards — Certainly the use of chalkboards is not
new or radical in our schools.

An elementary school class¬

room without a chalkboard is hard to visualize.

Yet too

many of our teachers make far too little use of chalkboards
or make far too ineffective use of chalkboards.
and diagrams may be placed on the boards.

Sketches

An outline of a

lecture may be placed on the board as the lecture proceeds
which helps both the pupils and the instructor to see
better the organization of the lesson.

Students should

use the boards far more than they do now.

A chalkboard

which is covered by neat, precise work of the teacher all
the time is better than no use of the chalkboard at all,
but it shows a completely dominated class where the pupils

-14
are merely observers and not participants.

Furthermore,

the physical activity by the pupils of standing, moving,
and talking reduces by a great deal the amount of restless¬
ness that anybody will feel, If forced to remain In the
same seat silently for an hour or two at a time.

The fre¬

quent use of colored chalk at the board in preference to
use solely of white chalk is highly desirable.

What is

being placed on the board is or should be the center of
attention.

Frequent use of various colors will increase

attention and make for better legibility on many of the
wgrey boards* we have in our schools today.

Haas and

Packer^ present the following rules for more effective use
of chalkboards;
MDon*t crowd the blackboard
Make wording simple
Plan layout ahead of time
Cqllect everything you111 need
Check lighting
Use colored chalk for emphasis
Print and draw on large scale
Keep blackboard clean
Erase all unrelated material
Prepare complicated illustrations beforehand*

(3) Haas, Kenneth B. and Packer, Harry Q.
and Use of Visual Aids, p. 131

Preparation

-
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Textbook Illustrations— Unfortunately, too many
teachers have no opportunity to participate In the selec¬
tion of the books for their classes.

For those who do,

however, there are many considerations that must be borne
in mind.

The lower the level, certainly the more profuse

the illustrations should be.

But even for older pupils

illustrations provide a welcome break from the monotony of
printed words.

Not only do illustrations help stimulate

interest, but they can very definitely be a most edifying
portion of the book.

A good photograph, for example, of a

pigmy standing beside an American can put across to the
average pupil a far better and more correct concept of the
stature of the pigmy than a well written paragraph.
must be taught to wseeH the illustrations.

Pupils

The teacher

must point out, usually by questioning, the numerous les¬
sons, to be learned from the illustrations.

Just as

teachers endeavor to aid pupils in comprehending the writ¬
ten material in a text book, so must teachers help pupils
to comprehend fully all graphic materials in the text books.
Cheap colors should be avoided.

Diagrams will strengthen

and clarify concepts developed in the text.

Cartoons have

been one of the most neglected types of effective illus¬
trations.

The univeral appeal of cartoons plus their un¬

excelled opportunity to emphasize a single point make them
a most effective teaching aid.

-
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Globes and Maps — It Is a great misfortune when so
many teachers are unable to have available the maps which
are so necessary to effective teaching.

But it is a crime

when so many more teachers have available for use a fine
set of maps and globes and fail to use them at all or use
them to little advantage.

Teachers must always strive to

make the pupils realize that a flat map is merely an attempt
to portray a. solid object, and consequently can never give
a true representation of the earth.

The results of using

various map projections should be made clear to the pupils.
Flat maps should often be used in conjunction with globes
to avoid any misconceptions which are sure to develop from
constant use of flat maps.

Maps such as an "Air MapM,

showing different points of view should also be used often.
"No one map or type of map is adequate to do the complete
work of teaching all the geographic concepts necessary to
an understanding of our modern world.

The school collection

should contain good political maps, physical maps, world
maps, special area maps, Mercator projection maps, polarcentered projection maps, old maps, and pictorial and car¬
toon maps, As special needs or problems arise, it should
be possible for teacher and student to bring to the class¬
room the particular type of map which is designed to assist
in clarifying this situation."

(4) Chandler, Anna C. and Cypher, Irene F.
Visual Techniques, p. 24-

Audio-
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Charts, Diagrams, and Graphs— Charts, diagrams, and
graphs are all visual symbols.

A chart is to some extent

a "map" of things other than geographic features or sta¬
tistics.

One "can distinguish six general kinds of charts,

each representing a visual pattern.
1.

Time charts or Tabular charts present data in
ordinary sequence.

2. Stream or Tree charts depict development, growth,
change.,.
3* Plow or Organization charts represent by rectan¬
gles, lines (Sometimes circles), and arrows the
functional relationships within an organizations

4. Comparison and Contrast charts tell a summarized
story by the simple device of shox^ing two or more
sets of data in column form.
5* Pupil Achievement or Progress charts record the
work of each child in column form.
6. Directions or Guidance charts present, in simple
statement or outline form, certain data for the
„5
pupils to understand and follow.H
It is one thing for an eighth grade pupil to be told that
there are three branches of government, but it will help
immensely if he is able to study that concept in the form
of a simple yet effective organization chart.

(5)

Dale, Edgar,

op. cit.

p. 287

It will

help him a great deal to retain that concept, If he Is
given the opportunity to make his own chart.

To show the

swiftness of progress in modern times, a teacher can tell
the pupil that an ancient Roman would have been more at
home in Washington^ time than Washington in our time.
How much more will such a concept be clarified and
strengthened if the student constructs a time chart upon
which he himself can place great happenings and important
personages in their chronological niche.

Graphs which

show mathematical contrasts also are an invaluable aid to
the communication of valuable information.

To tell a

pupil that the United States produces a wealth of valu¬
able material in high proportion to its population con¬
veys little real meaning to that pupil.

Yet that same

student can study or construct a simple picture graph
which will put across the point most vividly.

After that,

it is possible to talk of wars between "Have" and "Have
notM nations with the hope that such explanation is mean¬
ingful.
Bulletin Boards — Bulletin board space Is found in
virtually every classroom, but good bulletin boards are
Infrequent.

Bulletin boards usually fall into one of two

classifications.

Either they are catch-alls where mater¬

ial and notices of all types are placed helter-skelter or
they are displays of pictures which are changed infre¬
quently, are repeated yearly, and receive no attention

- 19
at all from the pupils.

There are several Important

factors which must be taken into consideration if one
hopes to have a worthwhile bulletin board.

The material

must be carefully chosen, changed often, and tie in direc¬
tly with an event or the claeswork.

This properly se¬

lected material must be then arranged in an attractive,
attention-compelling manner.

Bulletin boards are not the

personal property of the teacher.

Pupils should be given

every opportunity to aid in the selecting of the material
and in the arrangement of the material on the board.
Achieving balance in meaningless art drill is no challenge,
but achieveing balance on the class bulletin board does
present a very real challenge to any pupil.
Flat Pictures — Flat pictures, while having many
rivals in the various projected pictures, still are ef¬
fective aids when used properly.

Reproductions of cos¬

tumes, works of art, and people help to enrich many les¬
sons.

wIf pictures are to serve their optimum purpose,

they should be selected with certain criteria in mind.
Quality rather than quantity should be the first criterion
to observe in planning a picture collection for teaching
purposes.
1.

First of all, a good teaching picture is clear
and definite; it presents vividly that which it
is portraying.

2.

It is authentic and represents the situation as

-
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one might eee it if one could vieit the scene
personally,
3-

A picture which purports to show current condi¬
tions should be up to date,

4- .

Simplicity of composition is essential, espec¬

» ■"1

ially for young children.

A complex picture

w i. 1

often distracts attention and scatters interest
instead of focusing it on the main points.

5.

Some known measure of size, such as a man, shown
in the picture with an unfamiliar object aids
learners in securing a correct mental picture of
the new object.

6.

A good picture is one showing man performing an
activity in his natural environmental background.
The dramatic quality of the suggested action
often stimulates the children^ imagination very
effectively.

7.

Color, when truthfully used for purposes of
identification, enhances the value of most pic¬
tures; but misuse of color often leads to erron¬
eous ideas.
be used.

A poorly colored picture should not

A good quality black-and-white picture

is far superior.
g.

The picture should be large enough to be clearly

22
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Avoid, if possible, regimented group activity in
the study of the pictures.

The passing of pic¬

tures up one row of seats, down the next, during
a discussion is hardly the best procedure.
Allow each pupil to proceed at his own rate.
Give him sufficient time to make as many obser¬
vations and inferences as he can.
5.

Encourage the individuals checking of observa¬
tions and inferences by consulting other sources
of information.

6.

Encourage keen observation by commending the suc¬
cessful * reader*.M

Slides and Filmstrips — There are two types of
slides in common use.
high and 4 inches long.

The Hstandard” slide is 3i inches
A newer slide is the 2x2 inch

slide which is becoming more and more common.

The 2x2

inch slide is usually a picture taken on 35 mm. film and
mounted in a 2 x 2 inch slide.

The standard 3i x 4 inch

slide may be made by any number of processes.

It may be

a photograph printed on glass, a message typewritten on
cellophane paper, a reproduction done on frosted glass,
a reproduction done on ordinary glass with special pencils,
or on plastic material with special crayons.

These slides

are an open invitation to those who feel that commercial
aids are not suited to their special purposes.

These

slides can be prepared at Bmall cost by both teachers and

-

pupils.
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Such school making of these visual aids can re¬

sult in a library of valuable handtailored aids for the
teacher who aspires to be a perfectionist.

The work in¬

volved for the students in making these is also a very
valuable learning experience for the pupils.

The smaller

2x2 inch slide is becoming more popular for several
reasons.

First, a teacher equipped with a 35 mm. camera

can take photographs which can easily be processed into
slides.

A great many 2x2 inch slides are available in

color.

2x2 inch slides are much easier to handle and

store.

The projectors for the 2x2 slides are usually

less cumbersome to handle.
Filmstrips, also called slidefilms, filmslides, and
stripfllms, are nothing more or less than a series of
photographs printed on ordinary 35

motion picture

film which are already in sequence, thereby eliminating
the arranging of slides and the handling of the individ¬
ual slides.

Stripfllms are becoming Increasingly popular

because of their low cost, the ease of handling and
storing, and the wide range of subjects now available.
At first commercial stripfllms were rather poor in gen¬
eral for specific classroom purposes, particularly for
the elementary grades.

However,

Mmany companies are

offering new and improved filmstrips which are better
adapted to the special needs of the elementary teacher.
These better features and new trends are evident:

- 24 1.

There is a great improvement in the editing of
the filmstrip.

2*

The filmstrip is more sound educationally —
better motivation, pertinent questions, Improved
captions, good exercises for review and testing.

3.

The filmstrip is better adapted to the elemen¬
tary pupil’s interest, capacity, and under¬
standing.

4.

The filmstrip is more interesting.

The pictures

are more alive; they show people doing things.
5.

The commentary is more closely graded to the
children* s vocabulary level.

6.

There is much more material for the primary
level, particularly in reading, language, safe¬
ty, and health.

7.

Moving picture companies are producing film¬
strips to correlate with their films by showing
a series of scenes from the film.

These are so

edited that they may be used independently or
in conjunction with the film for motivation or
for review.
g.

Many filmstrips already listed in catalogs have
been revised, brought up to date, and greatly
improved.

9.

More color filmstrips of good quality are avail-

25
able for schools*"8
Motion Pictures—Motion pictures are too well
known to everybody for any extended description to be
necessary*

Moving pictures come in three standard

sizes, 35 unn., 16 mm*, and 8 mm*

The 16 mm. film is In

almost universal use in schools.

It projects a large

enough picture for most school audiences, is nonflammable,
and does not require a licensed operator nor a special
projection booth as does the use of the 35 mm. films.
The 8 mm. film is quite unsuited to school use.

In addi¬

tion, there is virtually no supply of valuable films
printed in that size.

Teaching films, effectively used,

can be among the most valuable aids to instruction.
ever, they are too often misused.

How¬

One point that must be

stressed is the fact that the "motion picture should not
be used to 'fill-in* vacant periods, for recreation only
except in oases where the program is frankly an entertain¬
ment, or as a substitute for careful, well-planned teach¬
ing.

The motion picture is not a rapid, sure-fire way

of teaching everything and should not be considered as
such."9

(8) Rook, Wilber J.
"Filmstrips and 2x2 Slides"
The Principal and Audio-Visual Education, pp. 46-7.
(9)
P. 39

Chandler, Anna 0. and Cypher, Irene F. op. olt.

-
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Adequate teacher preparation, adequate class prepa¬
ration, efficient projector operation, and thorough
follow-up are necessary before the motion picture can be
considered a valuable aid to teaching.

The use of moving

pictures in school is also full of dangers.

Classroom

use of films can become very easily nothing more or less
than entertainment.

They can be used by a lazy teacher

to lessen the amount of work he must do.

As Edgar Dale^°

so wisely points out MMotion pictures cannot displace
teachers.

But films do make the job of the teacher more

complex and more responsible.

The wider you extend the

boundaries of children*s experiences, the greater is the
need for a guide to help plan the *trip*.

Remember, too,

that as children*s experiences are numerically increased,
the need for clarification and interpretation grows
greater.

No machine can displace a teacher.

But machines

can help teachers make their work more effective.”
Many teachers use obsolete or obsolescent films
which do more harm than good.

Many teachers use films

which are not related to the current classwork, and which,
therefore, do not in any way help the pupils master the
work at hand.

In most cases the use of motion pictures

more than twice a week is inadvisable because of the ob¬
vious lack of time for adequate preparation and follow-up.

(.10)

Dale, Edgar,

op. cit.

p. 195
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Dioramas —"The diorama as developed by the museums,
and used and made by teachers and students, usually con¬
sists of an oblong, box-like case with a curved back¬
ground in a forced perspective which makes them appear
to merge into the background as real objects merge into
a background of sky and scenery.

This combination of

carved background and forced perspective is what creates
the illusion of reality.Dioramas have been known for
many years, but only now are coming into any general
i

school use.

Usually they are made by pupils and teachers

working together or sometimes by individual pupils or
/

groups of children making them as special projects.
Common school examples are scenes of Indian village life
or wildlife In natural habitat.

The three-dimensional

materials lend an air of reality which helps vitalize
many subjects.
Objects, Models and Specimens — A model is a recog¬
nizable imitation of the real thing.

Models of innumer¬

able objects are valuable classroom aids.

It is not al¬

ways possible to bring the real thing into class, and
very often it is not desirable to bring the real thing in¬
to class.

An example of a model to be found in most class¬

rooms is a globe.

(11)
p. 36

Obviously, the real thing in this par-

Chandler, Anna C. and Cypher, Irene F.

op. cit.

ticular case could not be brought into the classroom.
Some times it is also advisable to use a model in prefer¬
ence to the real thing, because important details are
more easily observable on the model than on the real
thing.

In teaching children of the lower grades how to

brush teeth properly, the teacher will find it hard to
demonstrate using real teeth.

But, this same skill is

easily demonstrable with large-scale models of teeth
which are readily available for the mere asking in many
cases.
Specimens are fragments of reality.

Common ex¬

amples are collections of minerals and rocks.

A teacher

cannot show the process of making various types of rock
in class, but he can show specimens of the various types,
which will aid immeasurably in real learning.

In many

subjects, particularly science and the social studies, a
teacher can show the real thing to great advantage.

It

is amazing how many teachers will lecture to the children
about fossils, have the children read about fossils, and
study pictures of fossils, without ever giving the pupils
the opportunity to see and handle real fossils in the
classroom.
Objects, models, and specimens not only should be
present in the classroom, but "they must be presented to
the pupils.

The following list of Mdo,stt by Haas and

-

Packer
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was prepared for commercial use, but It certain¬

ly is applicable to the school room:

r

HDo vitalize the store training Job with objects,
c

specimens, and models.
Do use the actual object whenever possible.
Do collect specimens and models from all available
sources.
Do prepare specimen sets and models that will illus¬
trate the specific training Job.
Do permit the trainee to construct models and develop
his own specimen sets.
Do prepare the trainee before presenting the object,
specimen, or model.
Do make the objects, specimens, and models appeal to
as many of the five physical senses as possible.
Do demonstrate all objects so that they are clearly
visible,.
Do use a spotlight or desk lamp to illuminate the
training aid.
Do speak up to the trainee and not down to the aid.
Do demonstrate one aid at a time.
Do complete the demonstration before permitting the
trainee to handle or manipulate the training aid.

(12)
p. 150

Haas, Kenneth B. and Pecker, Harry Q.

op. cit.
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Do use pictures, diagrams, and other training aids
to illustrate the equipment in actual use.
Do avoid misconceptions by discussion or applica¬
tion at the end of the demonstration.
Do test the trainee^ understanding of the Job.
Do repeat the demonstration until the trainee
thoroughly understands it.
Do carefully store objects, specimens, and models
in adequate containers.
Do catalogue and file each training aid for easy
reference.M
Opaque Materials — An opaque projector will project
on a screen the image of many types of opaque materials.
Pictures, drawings, pages of books, and many solid ob¬
jects can be projected.

A good example of the type of

solid object which might be projected is a real fossil
as mentioned in a preceding paragraph.

It would seem at

a superficial glance that the opaque projector were a
panacea, an aid which is almost too good to be true.
There are, however, serious drawbacks, which prevent this
from being an extremely important and often-used aid.
The use of the opaque projector requires extremely good
darkening facilities.

It cannot be used effectively with¬

out these darkening facilities.

The projector itself is

very cumbersome, making both storage and transportation
difficult.

Until such time as these difficulties can be

- 31 overcome, the opaque projector will remain as a secondary
aid in most schools.

However, where it is possible to

overcome these physical difficulties, an opaque projector
can be used with great effectiveness if these rules sug¬
gested by Taylor^ for use of an opaque projector and
applicable to the use of all visual aide are followed:
"l.

Use the right pictures or materials.

?.

Present them at the right time.

3.

Let the presentation be a natural part of class
procedure x^ith no clumsiness or unnecessary de¬
lays.
Do not use too many pictures at one time.

5.

When the 'meat* of a picture hse been utilized,
pass promptly to a new one.

Don't pick the

bones'.
6.

Follow the procedures used in all good teaching
and do not make visual presentation boring or
allow it to fall to the level of mere picture
presentation.*

Radio Programs — Radios are in too common use in
American homes to need description here.

Their use in

school is a story of huge potentiality, but a small amount
of worthwhile use.

Many of the radios which are now in

classrooms are rarely, if ever turned on for what is pro-

(13)

Taylor, J, P.

Opaque Projection,

p. 6
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perly termed an educational propram,

A major share of

the difficulty is the impossibility of makinp schedule
connections.

It is rather difficult to utilize a social

studies propram in a period listed on the schedule as
an English period.

This particular difficulty can be

minimized in the lower grades where one teacher has the
children the great bulk of the day and the sohedule is
or should be very flexible.

Moreover, this difficulty

is beginning to be met by use of school recording machines.
Those worthwhile programs which are scheduled after school
hours can be recorded and later used by the teachers when
desired,

A prime example of such a program which is

well-worth recording for later use is the popular pro¬
gram "You Are There”The overcoming of these mechan¬
ical difficulties for the use of radio for educational
purposes is definitely an objective to strive for.

There

are rich returns for effective use of the radio in the
classroom.

According to BahxA5 the following desirable

outcomes of radio listening are possible if the radio
is used wisely:

(14)

"You Are There"

Columbia Broadcasting System

(15) B&fan, Lorene.
"Teachers * Survey Reveals Many
Uses of Radio in Education". The Principal and Au&Iq-

Vieuo1.4ucation. pp. 69-70.
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"1.

The developing of criteria of Judgment to toe
used in making wise choices in the selection of
radio listening.

.

2

The stimulation of intelligent research to secure
answers to suggested problems.

3.

The encouragement of reading and use of the
library.

4.

The development of ability to summarize from
notes.

5.

The enlarging of vocabulary.

6.

The development of better speech qualities and
good listening habits.

7.

The appreciation of music and literature.

g.

The encouragement of good human relationships in
an informal listening situation.

9. The promotion of cooperation with Individuals
and groups engaged in radio production or other
radio work.
10.

The building of desirable habits and attitudes
in all areas of learning.

11.

The development of dramatic and artistic abili¬
ties.

.

12

The emotional stimulation and satisfaction neces¬
sary to learning.

13.

The relaxation and enjoyment necessary to health¬
ful living.

l4.

The correlation of music, art, social studies,
and language arts in creative activity.*

Records — Many of the values of instruction by
radio can be duplicated with phonograph records.

While

records lack the air of reality of radio and cannot bring
news flashes and similar material, they have several ad¬
vantages over the radio in the classroom.
to use records exactly when wanted*
more than once.

It is possible

Records can be used

The teacher can know exactly what is

contained in the records and can therefore more adequate¬
ly prepare the class.

There is an extremely wide variety

of materials available on records.

McKown and Roberts1^

state that records are "now being used in connection
with all or nearly all the school subjects:

in dancing,

rhythmic8, marching, and other forms of physical educa¬
tion ; in all forms of English and especially in litera¬
ture, dramatics, and oral composition; In spelling, arith¬
metic, geography, and health; in foreign languages; in
penmanship, shorthand, and typewriting; and in natural
and social science courses.

They are being used success¬

fully in work with students who are hard of hearing, and
those with speech defects".
At the present time records are being made in three

(16) McKown, Harry C. and Roberts, Alvin B.
Visual Aid to Instruction, pp. 313-^

Audio-
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types; the standard records, which revolve at a speed of
seventy-eight revolutions per minute; the R.C.A. records
which revolve at a speed of forty-five revolutions per
minute; and the Columbia Long-Playing record which re¬
volves at a speed of thirty-three and one third revolu¬
tions per minute. . As there seems to be no indication as
yet as to which type will become the standard record of
the future, a school must keep in mind the fact that,
when purchasing a record player, it will be wise to pur¬
chase a record player which can play at all three speeds.
The Transcription — Transcription is the technical
name for a program recorded on a disc.

These records

are usually sixteen inches in diameter and on each side
it is possible to have a fifteen minute radio program.
Transcriptions revolve at the rate of thirty-three and
one-third revolutions per minute.

Many of the finest ed¬

ucational radio programs have been transcribed and are
available to schools.

Transcriptions are available for

most subjects, although the greatest amount of material
seems to be in the social science field.
The School Recorder — There are three types of re¬
cording devices which are available to the school for the
purpose of doing its own recording.
the disc recorder which uses records.
the tape recorder.
of magnetic tape.

The first type is
The second type is

Here the sound is recorded on a reel
The third type is the wire recorder

-

3*
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which is similar to the tape recorder in that the sound
is recorded on a spool of magnetic wire.

A much higher

degree of skill is necessary to operate the disc recorder.
Moreover, on the wire or tape recorders, it is possible
to erase and to cut and edit the recordings.

Consequently

for use in a small school system, the tape or wire re¬
corder would seem more advantageous than the disc recorder.
The school recording unit has many valuable uses.
There is no finer aid for speech development.

Valuable

radio programs may be recorded and stored for later use.
Recorders can make permanent records of outstanding
school activities, both curricular and extra-curricular.
A teacher can make recordings to accompany a set of slides
which will make a far more effective commentary than an
"off the cuff" performance.

In music also, the use of a

recorder is obvious and highly valuable.

It is safe to

say that in virtually all fields of school endeavor, there
is a worthwhile use for a school recorder.
Dramatic Participation — There are few schools which
do not use plays as parts of assembly programs or enter¬
tainments, but these are not the type of play to which we
refer primarily when we speak of plays being an audio¬
visual ©id to teaching.

We refer to those plays which

are produced by class members for other class members to
observe and study in connection with the ongoing work of
the class.

Innumerable skits and plays can be presented

-
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by class members which will aid in the understanding of
the class work.

These presentations are not elaborate

productions which require any great amount of costuming,
stage settings, or even a stage.

They are plays, written

for the most part by the pupils with the aid of the in¬
structor.

They emphasize, clarify, or supplement con¬

cepts which are being developed in the ordinary proceed¬
ings of the class.

As a rule the class is prepared for

these in much the same manner one would prepare the class
for a teaching film and the follow up is also similar.
Value is received from the observation and usually even
more by the actual participation in the production.
Valuable learning experiences are also undergone in the
production of these sketches.
would be as follows.

An example of such a play

An eighth grade history class is

studying the subject of immigration.

A committee chooses

as one of its projects to produce a skit on a mock natur¬
alization court.

The students write the entire skit, do

their own casting, hold Just one or two rehearsals out¬
side of class, and then present the skit in class.

After

presentation the facts and understandings shown are
thoroughly discussed.

For dramatizations Mare devices

for teaching, and teaching is not merely a process of
handing over an idea in a neat package.

Teaching is a

process that stimulates the student to begin to do some
thinking for himself.

A play that does not start currents

of thought in the minds of the participants and the audi¬
ence is of course a waste of tlme.**^?
Field Trips — In many cases where it is impossible
to bring reality into the classroom, it is indeed possible
to take the class to reality.

These may be excursions

which will take an entire school day or merely visits to
a local point of interest which will consume but an hour
or two.

The class may visit industrial concerns, points

of historical interest, museums, planetariums, zoos,
farms and countless other places of value to a class.
Some authorities rate field trips as being the most valu¬
able of all audio-visual aids.

For example, Chandler

and Cypher*^ state that "Most effective of all the types
of audio-visual enrichment is the treasure Trip1, the
school trip or journey.**
Many teachers are afraid to face the many problems
which accompany field trips, valuable as they may be.
The preparations, the contacts, the supervising of the
pupils away from the familiar classroom are all deter¬
rents.

Much of this can however, be eliminated by a

careful, cooperative class planning of the entire trip.
There must be a definite purpose clear to all*

P. 75

op. cit.

Questions

(17)

Dale, Edgar,

p. 11^

(IS)

Chandler, Anna C. and Cypher, Irene F.

op. cit.

- 39 and problems to be solved must be In the ralnds of all.
Points of interest along the route to the main point
should be charted and the pupils alerted for these.

A

schedule for the entire trip should be planned and ad¬
hered to quite closely to avoid confusion, waste, and
failure to complete the entire trip.

A follow up of

the trip must be made Just as carefully and completely
as there would be made after a film, a demonstration, or
the working of any major assignment.
Summary — Naturally in this brief listing of the
audio-visual aids to teaching,

it has been necessary to

overlook many aids which, though worthwhile, are some¬
what too specialized for generalized classroom use at
the elementary level while other audio-visual aids are
impractical for the time being.

The potentiality of

television as an audio-visual aid to instruction is enor¬
mous, but the use of television in the Warren classrooms
is obviously a thing of the not too near future.

A

school radio station might well be valuable, but it Is
out of the question now.
It should be evident,

that all the aids mentioned

In this chapter are not substitutes for teachers.

Their

use requires application of sound principles and tech¬
niques of teaching.

In fact,

the use of audio-visual

aids calls for a far greater display of teaching
skills than does traditional methods.

As Brooker^ states

- 4o the case,

"The problem that faces the teacher is the real¬

ization that verbal language is no longer enough; he must
master the other languages and media of communication and
learn to apply them to the problem of the classroom."

(19) Brooker, Floyde E.
"Communication in the
Modern World" Audio-Visual Materials of Instruction.
P. 23
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CHAPTER IV
THE KIND OF SCHOOL AT PRESENT
The Warren East School building was constructed in
1924.

In 19^0, after the destruction of the old high

school building, a wing was added to the Warren East
School for high use.

However, this wing for the high

school will not be considered in this work.
The desks are all combination seats and desks which
are bolted to the floor, which fact does not permit any
rearranging within the rooms.

All rooms are equipped

with light-colored translucent shades.

There are elec¬

trical outlets in only two of the rooms, although it is
possible, by use of extension cords from the corridor
outlets, to supply all rooms with an outlet.
There are a total of 2f$5 pupils in the eight gradee
at Warren East School.

These pupils are distributed

among a total of eight home rooms, one for each grade.
The eighth grade is divided into two sections for acad¬
emic classes.

These two sections, along with the seventh

grade class are departmentalized to the extent that they
move from classroom to classroom and have no teacher for
more than two subjects.

In addition to the regular

teachers, there are special teachers.

The music teacher

has two classes with each of the eight grades per week.
The art teacher has one class period with each grade
throughout the week.

A manual training teacher takes the

boys from grades six, seven, and eight one hour each week

in woodworking.

Pupils of the eighth grade may elect to

take French with the high school French teacher for four
periods a week.
Audio-Visual Aids in School Now — A comprehensive
survey of the Warren East School reveals that many of the
essentials of an audio-visual program are already avail¬
able in the school although they are used to a very
limited extent by a small number of the teachers.

Of

the eight rooms, only two are equipped with electrical
outlets, although by use of extension cords, it is pos¬
sible to furnish current to all the rooms.

The rooms

are all equipped with light-colored translucent shades.
As a sewing project, the eighth grade girls made a set
of dark blue curtains.

These curtains, purely a tempo¬

rary measure, can be installed in any room merely by
placing them on hooks screwed into the window casing.
While they do a satisfactory Job of darkening the room,
there is a certain amount of class disturbance in the
putting up and taking down of these curtains.

No teacher

feels that the resulting disturbance is worth undergoing
unless projection equipment is to be used for a major
part of the period.
Available Projectors — There are four projectors
now permanently stored in the building:
Motion Picture Projector — The motion picture
projector is the heavy Victor Model ^0 projector.

It is two years old.
lent and sound speeds.

It is equipped with both si¬
It can be used both in the

auditorium and in the classroom.

There also is a

phonograph and a microphone attachment with the pro¬
jector.

In addition there is a film splicer.

present the principal is the only operator.

At
There

are no school owned films.
Stripfilm Projector — The stripfllm projector
is a one-year old Amproslide Model 30-D Dual pur¬
pose projector, which projects both strlpfilms and
2x2 slides.

There is no sound attachment with the

projector for sound strlpfilms.

Two teachers plus

the principal use the stripfilm projector and are
able to operate it.
Opaque Projector — There is in the school a
Model ERM Baloptlcan with blower colling system for
opaque projection, complete 500-watt pre-focused
bulb, with a plate for flat objects and with an
attachment for the projection of the 3i x ^ slides.
At present the principal is the only one who uses
this projector.
Lantern Slide Projector — There is in the
building a Baloptlcan 3* x ^ slide projector.
There is also available a portable beaded screen
mounted on a tripod.

The screen is JO*1 x *K)H in size,

which is small for classroom use.

The Present Filmstrip Library — There is at present
a library of some seventy-five filmstrips in the Warren
East School.
follow.

Individual titles with brief descriptions

The descriptions are all taken from Falconer’s

excellent book Filmstrips.1

The classification in paren¬

theses stands for the series and the film number in the
series.

For example, S-l stands for Film 1 of the

Stories series.
Primary and Primary Stories Series (Still film)
Ahmed, the Desert Boy (No. S-l). Various activities
of Ahmed# including riding camels, picking dates,
the evening meal, the caravan, sandstorm, visits
to market place, the water sellers, bazaar, and
cobbler.
Chang and the Jungle Children (No. S-22). Life in
the jungles of Siam: houses, banana trees, pound¬
ing rice, trapping tiger, playing with monkey and
elephant, baby elephant’s mother comes for him and
charges village, ruining it.
Chinese Children (No. S-20). Views of houseboat
children, village children, wealthy children,
middle-class villagers, groups at mission schools,
work done by poor children, Chinese Boy Scouts.
The Eagle Dance (No. S-l5>). Various phases of the
dance as performed by the Pueblo Indians; text
explains its meaning.
English Children (No. S-30). Activities and homes
of English children:
clothing and homes; fishing
town, playing in the water; at puppet show; city
children playing in stone courtyard, hiking, play¬
ing cricket; schools, outdoor classes, honoring
their King.

(1) Falconer, Vera M.
336-60, 398-5-03.

Filmstrips

pp. 197-207,
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Neewak and Neewah, the Eskimo Boys (No. S-9). Ac¬
tivities "including clothing, igloos, fishing,
spearing seals, food, bed, dogsled, boats, taking
skins to trader, midnight sun, play and work of the
two boy8.
German Children (No. 3-36). Village houses; nation¬
al costumes; school; Maypole dance, play with medi¬
cine ball, learning to swim, music class, weekend
hike, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, bicycling, helping
farmer with hay, skiing.
Hilda, the Dutch Girl (Part I. No. 5-7).
Hilda and
her sister; the windmills; canals; need for drain¬
age, dikes; map of Holland; washing clothes at dike;
lighthouse, canalboat houses, barges; dairy farm;
storks next.
Italian Children (No. S-3S). Village homes, play,
clothing, schoolwork, surrounding vineyards.
Japanese Children (no. S-Pg). Japanese family:
home in mountain village, cherry blossoms, taking
care of the babies, clothing, Sundary School, games
working in rice field, gathering leaves for fuel,
bringing home load of bamboo.
Depends heavily on
text.
Idealizes activities and life of these
children.
Jock and the Piper of Scotland (No. S-P6). Jock,
the shepherd1s son, and his work with the sheep;
school; wearing of kilts.
Jock*8 conversation with
gypsy piper about Scottish soldiers, the kiltie
uniforms, cricket, Edinburgh, Loch Lomond, and Boy
Scouts.
Little Bear, the Indian Girl (No. S-13).
Caring for
papoose, living in hogan, playing with lamb as a
live doll, talking to little white boy in sign lang¬
uage, making fire, making bread, weaving.
Mexican Children (No. S-31). General information
about life and aetivities of peon children; cloth¬
ing, pets, homes, making tortillas, bathing in
stream, doing laundry, scarcity of water, water
sellers, village well, market day, school, vaclnatlon by government doctor, dancing.
Pueblo Village Children (No. S-ll).
Houses and
village, clothing, carrying of water Jars, the 'kivl1,
pottery, grinding meal, baking bread, drying meat,

gathering firewood, oorn harvest festival, costumes
for dances*
Swlas Children (No* S-37).
Mountain home, village,
clothing, play, helping with animals and with hay¬
ing, winter activities, school,
Xfiung,-K*ll*y» <>f Ireland (Mo. S-S4). Vlllafa hones,
clothing, going to school, town market, Dublin,
signs In Gaelic, donkey carts, working on farms.

Geography for the Middle and Upper Grades
Los Angelas (Ho. 0-18)
i3an Francisco (No. G-115).
From a series of film¬
strips, dealing with cities, open with location maps
show photographs of buildings, monuments; parks,
streets, industrial areas, etc*
Text frames supply
identification and some data on industries,
Columbia River Valley (No, G-126),
From a series
dealing with states or specific regions presenting
general information on major crops and industries,
important cities, natural resources, and some data
important on climate and topography.
The major
stress is on the economic life.
Strips concerned
with rivers indicate their length, navigability,
drainage, area, and influence on cities and industry
Alaska Regional Geography (No. G-15)* Regions of
Alaska5 ollmate, topography, and Industries of each.
Includes maps of regions.
Chile (No. G-30).
From a series of uncaptioned
photographs of the country indicated by individual
titles, including cities, farms or ranches and their
products, other industries, activities of Indians,
and scenes of typical landscapes.
The material can¬
not be used without information of the type supplied
in the manuals, since the photographs are not iden¬
tified in the strip itself.
May Interest elementary
geography or social studies classes as supplementary
materials.
Burma. People and Occupationa (Stillfllm No. G-207,
si, 35 frames). An overview of Rangoon and Burma.
Includes data on population and types of people and
on exports and products.
Views of Rangoon include
streets, buildings, temples, monasteries, markets.

Views of native homes along rivers and of interior*
Suitable for use as Introductory or review material
in upper elementary or Junior high school social
studies.
Some scenic frames, but considerable fact¬
ual information.
'H.

China, Regional Geography (No. 0—90)* The Great Wall;
tne northern areas and their products; Manchuria;
canals; life on rivers; minerals of Szechuan province;
harbors. Mainly random scenic views with some factual
information in text*
India People and Occupations (No. G-9B). Place in
British Commonwealth; castes; the lowlands and
mountain areas contrasted; agriculture—methods and
produots; other products and industries; views of
Calcutta dnd Bombay, Taj Mahal, village school* Use¬
ful as overview for unit on India.
Japan People and Occupation (Part I. No. G-95). Photo¬
graphs and text frames alternate providing scenic
material and some views of handicrafts and primitive
industries.
The film may be used as supplementary
material in elementary social studies.
Little in¬
formation on modern Japan included.
The Island of Guam (Stillfilm, si, 32 frames). Opens
with' map showing location, some data on discovery,
history, and acquisition by United States and on
importance as ship and plane base. Major part deals
with natives and their mode of life; views of Agana
and Pitti. Mainly scenic In nature, but opening
sequence provides some data of interest to elementary
or Junior high school social studies. Rest of film
usable as supplementary material.
Nursery Rhyme Series
Nursery Rhymes (No. 1 & No. 2).
Line drawings il—
lustr a t1ng the rhymes alternate with text frames,
which give from one to four lines of the rhyme.
Each rhyme is given in entirety; longer ones pre¬
sented with one or more than one illustration.
Text Is unorowded and legible.
*

Primary Reading Series
Night Before Christmas

Wynken, Blynkenand Nod - Text frames and drawings
present the well-known fairy tales and other children's
stories.
In general# the text frames tend to be
lengthy and in many strips outnumber the pictorial
frames.
The block letters are very legible.
Voca¬
bulary suitable for lower elementary grades. Vary¬
ing in difficulty from third grade to fifth grade.
Colonization and Development Series
Early U.S. Indiana (No. H-4S)
Pilgrim Fathers (Part I. No. H-49)
Pilgrim Fathers (Part II. No. H-50)
Jamestown and Captain John Smith (No. H-51)
French in the Mississippi Valley (No. H-53)
Dutch in New York (No. H-54)
Period Following the Revolution (No. H-65)
Daniel Boone (No# H-6^)
Old Ironsides (No# H-20)
War with Spain (No. H-74-) A series containing text
and photographs alternate in all of these strips,
with some strips containing considerably more text
material than others.
Numerous reproductions of
famous paintings are used# particularly with those
strips dealing with early years.
In general, the
material is well organized for class use.
This
series is suitable for use in upper elementary
or Junior high school classes, and may be of
Interest as review material in senior high school#
History of American People
Discovery and Exploration (No. 1)
English Settlement and Colonial Conflicts (no. 2)
Life in early colonial settlements; contrasts between
Northern and Southern settlements indicated; conflict
with French and Spanish settlers; elimination of
England's enemies in the New World. Ends with map
of North America in 1763*
The American Revolution (No. 3) Bonds and fric¬
tions between England and colonies; events leading
up to Revolution; beginnings of Revolution and resume
of major campaigns.
Beginnings of the American Nation (No. 4)

Weaknesses

of Articles of Confederation; unrest following Revo¬
lution; development of Ohio country; Constitutional
Convention and events prior to Washington's inaugu¬
ration; the country's finances; dissatisfactions in
country areas and among poor.
Establishment of the American Nation at Home and Abroad (No.^1Rise of the New West (No. 6) Rapid overview of expansion after War of 1812; Missouri Compromise; problem
of nullification; 'pet* banks, depression of 1&37;
social reforms of 1330's; development of public educa¬
tion.
Expansion to the Pacific (No. 7)
Includes develop¬
mentof lower Mississippi Valley; conflict in Texas,
war with Mexico; in addition to development of
settlements on west coast.
Sectional Conflicts (No. 3)
opening of dlvll War.

Conflicts prior to

The War for Southern Independence (No. 9)
The Country During Civil War Time and Reconstruction
(No. lo)
i. ,
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Mechanical and Industrial Progress (No. 11)
Overview
ot changes during iS30*s following decades, including
development of transportation, inventions and their
effects; and beginnings of iron and steel industries.
Political and Social Reform (No. 13)
Survey of vari¬
ous reforms and their effects including conservation
of natural resources, Reclamation Act of 1902, re¬
forms in municipal politics, Civil Service Commission,
Immigration problems, women’s suffrage. Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Amendments, Underwood tariff bill,
reform of large businesses, Federal Reserve Bank
system, and Interstate Commerce Commission.
America as a World Power (No. 14)
Acquisition of
territorial possessions; America's part in Boxer
Rebellion; establishment of Pan-American Union; be¬
ginnings of War in Europe in 191^.
The United States in World War I (No. 15)

General
Edward Livingston Trudeau and The Crusade Against
Tuberculosis
Edward Jennef and The Story of Smallpox Vaccination
Madame Ourle and The Story of Radlun
Louis Pasteur and The Germ Theory of Infeotlon
Walter Heed and The Conquest of Yellow Fever
Florence Nightingale and The Founding of Professional
Nursing
Robert Koch and The Discovery of the Tubercle Bacillus
Biographical material (such as birthplace and date#
early interest# education, etc.) on the person indicat¬
ed In the Individual titles, major contributions to
health, and Importance of these achievements.
The
Information provided is excellent but the strips
contain much text and visualization of ideas presented
is not complete. Subject matter is suitable for upper
elementary and Junior high school health or hygiene
classes# and may also interest social studies or
history classes as supplementary material. Some gen¬
eral science classes may find the material suitable
also.
Individual titles are listed above.®
•

Radio — There is at present but one radio in the
Warren East Elementary School# which is a large combination
radio and phonograph player.

As it is not easily portable,

the radio remains in the fifth grade room.

The radio has

only A.M. and at present is used almost exclusively for
entertainment purposes.

The record player plays only stan¬

dard records# that is, records which revolve at a speed of
seventy—eight revolutions per minute.

There is no school

collection of records.
Flat Pictures ~ While all the teaohers have to a
greater or lesser extent a collection of pictures for their
own use, there are, in addition two collections of flat
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pictures which are school collections and are stored in
the principals office.
The following units are taken from the "Life in Other
Lands"2 library:
South America
Russia
Mexico
Alaska
Brazil
Australia
China
These units consist of about twenty-four plates each with
accompanying pages of text material.
The following units are taken from Compton’s "Pictured
Teaching-unit Materials":3
American Indians
Community Life
Coal and Iron
Holland
Holidays
Hot and Cold Lands
Life in the American Colonies
These units consist of a series of twelve colored plates
with text material on the reverse side.

(2)
"Life in Other Lands" Informative Classroom Pic
ture Publishers.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
(j)
"Pictured Teaching-unit Materials"
& Co., Chloago, Ill.

F.E. Compton
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The Audio-Visual Director — In the Warren East
School, there Is no doubt but what the duties of the
audio-visual director must be assumed by the principal.
Such a situation is necessary for several reasons.

No

teacher has the time available to devote to such work.
It is impossible to conceive In the forseeable future
any appropriation being made to permit some person on
the staff enough freedom from classroom teaching to as¬
sume these duties on a part-time basis and certainly not
on a full-time basis.

While the principal carries a

heavy teaching load in addition to his administrative
duties, there is Just no other person to do the Job.
Moreover there is some advantage in having the princi¬
pal serve as the audio-visual director.

He is very

familiar with the physical plant, the equipment, the
teachers, and the pupils.

Furthermore, in such a setup,

there can never be the friction that can easily arise be¬
tween an audio-visual director and a building principal.
Collection of Audio-Visual Materials — Before the
principal, or the audio-visual director, can even attempt
to develop a comprehensive audio-visual program in his
school, there is a great amount of work to be done and
groundwork to be laid.

The first move would be the

assembling of all general audio-visual aids and equip¬
ment in the principal’s office.

This may seem to be an
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sent no other place available in the school building.
This assembling of equipment is absolutely necessary if
any organized program is to be developed.

There is no

benefit resulting from the keeping of a moving picture
projector in one closet, a strlpfllm projector in another
classroom, a screen in still another classroom, a set of
x k- slides Intended for elementary use in the high
school science laboratory, and so on.

Such equipment

and material can never be used to any advantage if
stored in such a fashion.

For example, the above men¬

tioned slides were a set of slides for social studies
use, called the "Keystone 600".
191^.

They were purchased in

There have always been available in the building

projectors with which these slides could be shown.

How¬

ever, as far as can be ascertained, no teacher of even
the longest service can remember these slides ever being
used in class.

In fact at least ninety per cent of the

teachers do not even know of their existence.
By bringing all this material together, these slides
and many other aids will be unearthed, some of which will
be nothing but relics, while others may be quite valuable.
That which Is worthless can be discarded, thereby making
available much needed storage space.

The aids needing

repair could be put into serviceable condition.
material must be cataloged.

The

With this done, the audio-

- 56 visual director could see his problems taking specific
shape and make a definite plan of attack to meet these
problems.
The Cataloging of the Materials and Equipment —
Once all material and equipment have been assembled in
the principal^ office, it will be necessary to catalog
this material and equipment.

This cataloging will be

necessary for several reasons.

First, it will assure

that each item available is handled and examined.

Sec¬

ond, it will show at a glance in what fields there is an
adequate supply of materials and in what fields, there is
little or nothing.

Third, all teachers will have avail¬

able a listing of all audio-visual equipment and mater¬
ials and will know where this material and equipment can
be secured.

Fourth, this catalog will be invaluable as

the in-service training program unfolds.
The Development of an In-Service Training Program —
There are certain basic understandings and skills that
must be developed by all teachers before any valuable
program can be put into operation.

First, there will be

listed those understandings and skills to be developed.
Then with these specific objectives in mind it will be
possible to formulate a plan which will provide for the
attainment of these objectives.
"Knowledges and Understandings
1.

Philosophical and psychological factors under-
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lying the use of audio-visual materials and
equipment in the classroom.
2.

Results of research studies, past and present,
in the field and their implications for instruc¬
tion.

3.

Physical characteristics and nature of the
common types of audio-visual materials and equip¬
ment, and the educational values and limitations
of each.

4.

Types of audio-visual materials available in
the specific area of the teacher’s interest
and their potential educational worth and uses.

5.

Sources of materials and equipment — local,
national, and international.

6.

Principles of good teaching that affect the
selection and use of these materials.

7.

Processes involved in the production of some
of the simpler materials, such as mounted prints,
handmade slides, filmstrips, and photographs.

&.

Methods of procuring, storing, filing, and
maintaining the various kinds of materials
and equipment.

9.

Principles and procedures for setting-up an
audio-visual education service in a single school
or in a school district; how a teacher can use
that service; and the teacher’s responsibility

—
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for cooperating with the department.
10.

Background and development of audio-visual edu¬
cation that have a relation to current trends
and practices in the field.
Skills and Abilities

1.

Appraising the educational worth, technical
quality, photographic characteristics, and
commercial aspects of audio-visual materials.

2.

Selecting audio-visual materials to meet pupils1
needs and the purposes of instruction.

3.

Using audio-visual tools effectively in a class¬
room situation.

4.

Evaluating the effectiveness of the use of
these materials in teaching situations; modify¬
ing and Improving future instructional practices
on the basis of such evaluation.

5.

Assembling and operating various kinds of equip¬
ment and performing simple servicing operations
such as lubrication and the replacement of lamps.

6.

Providing and arranging the best physical condi¬
tions possible for using these materials.

7.

Planning and successfully executing a field trip
or excursion.

g.

Producing simple materials, such as mounted
prints, slides, posters, charts, graphs, models,

-
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collections of natural science materials, and
preparing exhibits and displays.
9.

Displaying materials effectively on the bulle¬
tin board, In the classroom, and In other appro¬
priate locations.

The first step in a program of in-service training,
for the staff aimed at the development of the above men¬
tioned understandings and skills will be a series of
faculty meetings.

Naturally, since one is dealing with

a group of teachers of varying backgrounds and experi¬
ences, one cannot be certain as to Just how many meetings
will be necessary to accomplish the purpose or at Just
what rate the program will progress.

A tentative plan

for faculty meetings would be as follows:
HFirst meeting:

General discussion of audio-visual
aids program and its implications for
the school.

Second meeting:

Audio-visual director from neighboring
school district to discuss audio-vis¬
ual aids-committee appointed to make
a survey of the local audio-visual
situation.

Third meeting:

Committee report on local survey of
the audio-visual situation.

Fourth meeting:

Demonstration of audio-visual equip¬
ment and materials.

6o
Fifth meeting:

Committee report on audio-visual ser¬
vices in the local area-film libraries*
equipment-slides-etc.

Sixth meeting:

Group planning and discussion on audio¬
visual aide to correlate with the cur¬
riculum.

Committee appointed to in¬

vestigate materials for various areas
of the curriculum.
Seventh meeting

Organize program for school-appointed
Audio-Visual Aid Committee to set up
a long range program.

Eighth meeting:

Plan in-service training program for
the teachers.

Ninth meeting:

Selection of materials and equipment.
Plans for further meetings discussed.”

In the above series of faculty meetings, unless
otherwise indicated, the principal, acting as an audio¬
visual director, would act as leader.

Naturally, if pos¬

sible, outside experts in the field would be Invited to
assist the local staff in developing their plans.

Other

facets of the in-service training program would be, not
necessarily in any chronological order, as follows:

(1) Noel, Elizabeth G, and Leonard, J. Paul Found¬
ations for Teacher Education in Audio-Visual Instruction
PP. 2-3
(2) DeBernardis, Amo. ”A Program for a School”
Principal and Audio-Visual Education, pp. 20-21

The

P

- 6l If possible a university extension course in
the use of audio-vieual aids could be arranged to
«

be given in our town or a nearby town easily avail¬
able to our staff.

The fact that Warren salary

schedule requires professional courses for yearly
increments would guarantee a reasonably good attend¬
ance of the staff.
Periodically demonstrations would be held for
the purpose of acquainting teachers with more effec¬
tive utilization of present equipment or for the
purpose of acquainting teachers with new materials
and equipment.
Periodically at the beginning of the program,
a series of meetings would be held for the purpose
of giving group and individual instruction in the
operation of equipment.
The distribution to the teachers of various
instructional material, prepared by the staff or by
outsiders.
The making available of

periodicals in the

field such as the Educational Screen.^
The making available for the teachers an
opportunity to visit within the building and in

(3)

Educational Screen, 6^ E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
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other schools to observe other teachers using audio¬
visual aids.
Supervision by the principal as audio-visual
director with a view to more effective utilization
of audio-visual aide.
Individual conferences between the principal
and the teachers.
Demonstration lessons taught either by staff
members or outside experts, particularly as regards
little-used or new equipment.
The committee development of guides in the
proper use of audio-visual aids*
The committee development of report cards
concerning the use of some audio-visual aids.
The development if possible of an audio-vis¬
ual workshop within the system.

Such a workshop

would be probably the most effective means of inservice training possible.

The easy accessibility
f

of the workshop, the fact that attendance is volun¬
tary, and the fact that a teacher makes use volun¬
tarily of the workshop to find help for a specific
need of his own, all combine to create an atmosphere
of professional friendliness which will aid greatly
in teacher growth.
Naturally the audio-visual director must assume re¬
sponsibility for the carrying on of the in-service train-

-

lng program.
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As a convenient check to make sure that the

continuing program is well-rounded, the audio-visual
director might refer to the handbook. Setting Up Your

4
Audio-Visual Program

which has the following check list

for in-service teacher education:
Ml.

Give demonstrations on the use of materials and
equipment before teacher groups, or at faculty
meetings.

2.

Supervise use within the classroom.
Permit teachers to observe other teachers who
use audio-visual materials well in your school
and elsewhere.

4.

Keep teachers informed concerning new materials,
equipment, and new ways of use, and give them
teachers* guides and manuals.

5.

Preview materials in groups together and dis¬
cuss their worth and possible use.

6.

Encourage the production of slides, photographs,
and other simple aids.

7.

Train teachers to use equipment with confidence.
\

#.

Encourage teachers to Join professional organiza¬
tions.

9#

Encourage teachers to take summer session classes

(4) Jones Grace E. et al.
Visual Program, p. 1£

Setting Up Your Audio.-

64 and attend workshops and institutes in audio¬
visual education,
10.

Help individual teachers by telling them about
the materials they can use, and suggest ways of
using them.

11.

Bring in outside experts who can Inform and stim¬
ulate teacher interest.n

The factor that must be stressed above all is that
the program of in-service training must be continuous.
As long as there is an audio-visual program, there must
be in-service training.

The field of audio-visual aids

is dynamic, not static.

One cannot take some training

and feel that he has learned all there is to know.

The

director must endeavor at all times to keep this concept
in both his mind and in the minds of his faculty. The
5
following list could well serve as a guide for the
evaluation of the in-servlde training for audio-visual
aids;
“1.

Do teachers have access to professional books
and magazines on audio-visual aids?

2.

Are audio-visual materials readily accessible
to teachers?

3.

Are teachers encouraged to use a variety of
materials in their instruction?

(5) DeBernardis, Amo. “In-service Teacher Education"
Audio-Visual Materials of Instruction, pp. 121-2
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Does the principal provide effective leadership
in the use of audio-visual materials?

5.

Do pupils look upon the use of motion pictures
as a •movie show*?

6.

%

Do teachers know how to operate the more common
types of audio-visual equipment?

7.

Do teachers know the main sources of audio¬
visual materials?

g.

Do teachers participate in the selection of
audio-visual aids and equipment?

9. Do teachers participate in the formulation of
policy regarding audio-visual aids?
10.

Is the administration providing adequate facili¬
ties for use of audio-visual aids?

11.

Are audio-visual materials Integrated into the
instructional process?

12.

Are teachers encouraged to make inter- and intraschool visits?
1

13.

Are teachers kept informed of developments in
the audio-visual field?

14.

Are material resource-centers being maintained
in each school?

15.

Is proper leadership being provided (director,
co-ordinator)?

16.

Is there an exchange of ideas, practices, and
techniques among the teachers?

Is this encouraged?

-

17*
'
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Are facilities provided for preparation of flat

\

pictures, stencils, handmade slides, and other
such materials?
16.

Do teachers know what safety practices should
be observed in handling equipment?

19,

Do teachers recognize the values and limitations
of different types of audio-visual aids?"

The Duties of the Principal as Audio-Visual Director With the assumption of the duties of the audio-visual
director, the principal must realize that to him devolves
virtually sole responsibility for the success or the fail¬
ure of the audio-visual program of his school.

The many

tasks and details which fall to hie lot in such a posi¬
tion, added to an already full schedule, must be done and
done well if there is any expectation of the successful
maintenance of the audio-visual program.

There are many

facets to the position of audio-visual director, none of
which can be safely ignored.

To organize his duties into

major tasks, the audio-visual director in the Warren East
Elementary School must provide for the successful carrying
out of the following six duties:
1.

The securing and handling of equipment for use
by the teachers in the building.

2.

The development of an effective, growing cata¬
log by the teachers under the direction of the
principal.

-

3.
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The training of teachers and of students in the
operation of the equipment.

4.

The development and distribution of guide sheets
for the use of audio-visual aids.

5.

The development of a long range program for the
purchase of equipment and materials to expand
the audio-visual program.

6.

The maintenance of effective public relations.

Each of the six above duties will be discussed in
some detail in the following paragraphs.
The Securing and Handling of Aids — One of the
major functions of the director is to make certain that
the equipment and materials requisitioned by the various
instructors are in the classroom at the time they are
needed.

That function is basic to the program.

The

finest equipment and materials becomes i^orthless when
they are not available to the teachers.

This requires

that a system of requisitioning be established, so that
the teacher can, with a minimum of Mred tape" secure the
desired materials at the correct time.

For the use of

equipment and materiel which is permanently stored in
the building, a simple requisition form such as shown
in Figure II on page 6£$, left on the principal’s desk,
should secure for the teacher the proper equipment and
materials at the right time.
The director must for his part fill out with extreme

REQUISITION FORM

WARREN EAST SCHOOL
Teacher_ Date
I request the following equipment

I request the following materials

Time

Date to he used

x.

FIGURE II
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He must

be able to tell at a glance what materials, equipment,
and operators, if necessary have been booked for any
period of the day, so that there will be no confusion in
what teacher shall have the material at a given time or
as to what route the equipment and material must follow.
Figure III on page 70, shows a daily film schedule to
be completed by the director.

Such a schedule could be

easily expanded to Include all audio-visual materials and
equipment.
To complete the cycle, all teachers must fill in an
evaluation card on the use of audio-visual material.

,

Figure IV on page 71

shows such a sample report card,

which again has been used for films only, but could easi¬
ly be applied to all audio-visual aids.
At all times the director must keep in mind that
easy availability to equipment and material must be a
fact.

The classroom teacher does not have the time to
V.

handle all the necessary details of routing equipment
and materials.

The cardinal principle for the director*s

performance of this particular duty is very well ex¬
pressed in the book Setting Up Your Audio-Visual Program^
when the book speaks of the four H*s of the audio-visual

(g) Jones, Grace W, et al.
Visual Program, p.

&

Setting Up Your Audio-
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FIGURE III

(6) Schreiber, Robert E. and Calvert, Leonard.
Building an Audio-Visual Program, p. 5&
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INSTRUCTOR'3 REPORT FORM

9

*

INSTRUCTOR'S REPORT FORM
Title
Instructor

Course

Date used_

CURRICULUM VALUE
1. State briefly the purpose this was to accomplish
2. Did film accomplish thiss...well...acceptably...no?
3. If not, is it useful for:...introduction...
1
background...summary?
*
Would you use this film again?...yes...no...maybe?*
5. If yes, is it.excellent...very good...average? '
1
UTILIZATION:
»
6. In it8 presentation, Is this film a complete learn*
ing capsule?...yes...no.
'
7. How much preparation of the class is necessary be-'
fore shoving?... considerable...average...little.
*
S. How provocative of class activity was the film?
*
...raised many valuable questions...some discus*
sion value...passive acceptance by the class.
'
t

REMARKS: On the reverse side, we would appreciate
any further comments you may have-such as, useful
material omitted, improvements in presentation,
etc.
If our service to you on this film was in
any way unsatisfactory please state how. We WANT
to know! Return form to Visual Aids Office

'
'
'
'
*
'

FIGURE IV

(7) Schreiber, Robert E. and Calvert, Leonard, op.
cit. p. 5°
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"Eight materials and equipment get to the
Right place at the
Right time and are used in the
Right way!M
The Development of A Catalog — For maximum use of
the audio-visual materials, every teacher must have at
his finger tips a catalog of available audio-visual
materials*

This does not mean a mere listing of all the

aids which are permanently available in the building.
This does not mean a stack of catalogs from the various
sources of audio-visual materials.

A mere listing of

available aids will not be of any effective assistance
to the teacher.

A teacher must know more about a set

of slides than the title of the group.

Any aid which

he uses must be suitable for the grade level and effec¬
tive for his specific purpose.

Therefore, any catalog,

to be of real value to the classroom teacher, must as
completely as possible indicate the grade levels at
which aids might be worthwhile and for what specific
purposes their use will be effective.

An anecdote re¬

lated in Coronet Magazine^ Illustrates quite vividly the
fallacy of relying upon mere titles as valid indications
of the content!

(9)

Chaffee, E. A.

Coronet,

March 195°* P*

5&

- 73 "There Is a story about Field Marshal Vi3count
Montgomery to the effect that as Commander in Chief he
noticed, among a list of films available for showing to
troops, one entitled THE RED ABM*.
He sent for it, ordered all offioers under his com¬
mand to be present, and before the picture was shown gave
a carefully prepared speech on the importance of the
Russian war machine*
Then the lights went out, and on the screen flashed
the titles
the red

ma

THE STOBI OF THE LIFE OF AMTS"
A teacher cannot be expected to pore through a
stack of catalogs of free or inexpensive teaching aids
when he desires specific material for his class*

Much

worthwhile material can be secured for little or no ex¬
pense whatsoever*

However, the securing of this material

would involve an enormous expenditure of time If the worth¬
while material is not culled from the worthless and the
information placed in a carefully compiled school catalog.
It is seen therefore that the school catalog must be
composed of two sections, that material which is perman¬
ently available in the school, and that material which
can be obtained for special purposes*

Every teacher needs

a complete catalog of all audio-visual aids owned by the

school.

This catalog must not only list the title, but

must give in addition a description of the factual content.
Also Included must be suggestions as to the grade level of
the material and the general area of subject matter.

Even

beyond that should be included comments taken from teacher
reports on the use of the particular aid as to the sped*
fic purposes for which they have used the aid and their
evaluation of the worth of the aid for that specific pur*
pose.

The same material concerning aids should be found

in that section dealing dth aids which must be secured
and are not permanently stored in the building.

In addl*

tlon, in this section should be included the cost, if any,
of the aid so that the teacher may be able to decide if
the value to be received will be worth the expense incurred.
Moreover, the means of securing any of the aids must be
made clear, so that difficulty in securing aids will not
be a deterrent to their use.

Naturally such a catalog

must be a loose leaf type so that frequent changes and additions can be made.

Further, such a catalog, developed

cooperatively among the teachers would help make the
teachers more conscious of the need for evaluating their
teaching and planning their work in advance.
The Training of Students in the Operation of Equip¬
ment — During the development of an in-service training
program, it was stressed that teachers would be expected
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to acquire skill in the operation of all the common type
machines used in the audio-visual program, such as motion
picture projectors, slide projectors, stripfilm projectors
and the like.

It will be also highly desirable to train

a student projectionist team for the use of the machines.
There is no necessity of the teacher having to attend to
all the various small details of operation.

Students are

delighted to serve on projection teams and are happy to
assist in the presentation of any audio-visual aids.

If

students do the operating, the teacher is able to devote
his full attention to the proper presentation of the les¬
son.

For example, a student can easily set up, thread

and operate a stripfilm projector, thereby relieving the
teacher of these duties.

Vfhile ©student is doing this,

the teacher can more adequately prepare the class for the
presentation.

If, during the presentation of the stripfilm,

the teacher prefers to be at the front of the class in a
position to point out details and lead an active discus¬
sion, he can do so without the necessity of wasting a
lot of valuable time and class attention.

Some persons

might question the advisability of having student oper¬
ators handling such complex equipment as a motion picture
projector.

Noel10 makes this statement regarding the use

of student operators.

#Experience shows that students can

(10)
Noel, Francis W.
the Classroom, p. 4-2

Projecting Motion Pictures in

-
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be trained to operate motion picture projectors effective¬
ly with little or no film damage.

Even fifth or sixth

grade boys and girls have proven their ability to operate
motion picture projectors satisfactorily.

Considering

the ruggedness of modern projection equipment, there is
little likelihood of their damaging the machines.
From an educational standpoint, there is much to
recommend student operation of projection equipment.
The use of classroom motion picture equipment presents
an ideal situation wherein opportunity is presented to
develop cooperation and responsibility on the part of
class members.

Procuring the equipment and film from

within the building, darkening the room, setting up the
machine, threading the machine, adjusting the controls,
and projecting the pictures are duties which any class
member will take pride in performing.H
The Development of Guide Sheets for the Use of
Audio-Visual Aids — It will always be necessary to en¬
lighten teachers about new equipment and new aids.

There

will always be new teachers Joining the school staff.
Consequently, it will be necessary for the audio-visual
director to continually develop and distribute to the
teachers bulletins which will help teachers use more
effectively regular equipment, which will instruct
teachers in the proper use of new materials, and which
will help orient new staff members to the school audio-

- 77 visual program.

Much material of worth can be found In
Vn

the manuals which accompany most equipment when purchased,
and worthwhile publications of specialists in the field
from time to time should be distributed to the teachers.
However, It will be necessary for the audio-visual direc¬
tor to issue many directives and instructions for the
express use of teachers on his school staff.

This will

be particularly necessary during the early stages of the
program.

Material, written by the school director and-

for the specific use of the school staff, will receive
muoh more attention and be much more helpful than the
above mentioned publications.

It would be highly advant¬

ageous, in the developing stages of the program for the
director to issue instruction sheets, singly, for the
proper use of each individual aid.

This should be done

in outline form, remembering that excess detail and ver¬
biage will guarantee that these instruction sheets will
be of no worth whatsoever.
The Development of a Long Range Program — In the
Appendix will be found a checklist for evaluating a school
audio-visual program, which lists the essential policies
and the optimum equipment.

With the completion of the

initial section of the in-service training program, the
essential policies will have been put into effect in the
Warren East School.

But a survey of the optimum equip¬

ment deemed necessary for the most effective program

seems to reveal an almost prohibitive cost to reach the
goals set.

While the Warren East School has considerably

more equipment than many schools or even most schools in
comparable situations, to obtain all equipment listed
under optimum equipment and not now owned by the school
would cost a sum which would seem to be far out of line
with the usual budgetary outlays.

And such expenses would

be far out of line with usual budgetary outlays, if conm

sldered as a purchase for one school year.

Thus it be¬

comes necessary to set up a long range program which
will permit us to expand our program towards maximum
effectiveness, but not so that the financial burden will
fall on one single year*s budget.

This is not to say

that the cost will not be an Integral part of the regular
school budget.

While it is possible to solicit such gifts

from interested civic groups, such as the Parent-Teacher
Association, and while it is possible to organize among
the school pupils drives to raise funds for this purpose,
there is no question but what the cost should rightfully
be a part of regular school expenses.
Considering again the list of optimum equipment,
there can be listed those pieces of equipment which are
now owned by the school:

A filmstrip — 2" x
One radio

2*

projector
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A lantern slide projector (3* x 4H)
An opaque projector
Two portable tripod-mounted screens
A public address system
Estimated Cost of Equipment to be Purchased — It
is difficult to make an exact estimate of equipment to
be purchased in the future for several reasons.
in this particular field are changing rapidly.

Prices
Fortunate¬

ly most price changes seem to be in a downward direction.
Moreover, equipment cannot be purchased from a catalog.
It is necessary to examine the actual machines to be
purchased, to observe their operation under conditions
similar to those under which they will be used in school.
Their portability must be considered.

Availability of

service for the equipment is a very important factor to
be considered.

However, after consulting several cata¬

logs, it is possible to make an approximate estimate
Vs

which will be valuable in long range planning.
2 portable beaded screens ©
1 portable tape recorder ©
35 stereoscopes
©
1 transcription and re¬
cord player
3 A.M. and F.M. radios

$ 19.50
150.OQ
2.00

$

39.OO
15O.OO
70.00

90.00

90.00

50.00

150.00

$ 499.00
It is unnecessary to list here the expenses which
might ordinarily come under this heading for the install-
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ation of electrical outlets and dark curtains.

The install¬

ation of electrical outlets In all rooms which do not at
present have them will be listed under regular building
maintenance expenses.

Material for making dark curtains

has been promised by a local textile concern and the
curtains will be made from the material by the upper grade
sewing classes.

Consequently, for new equipment to be

purchased in the next ten-year period, which will bring
the equipment to the optimum level suggested in the
checklist

11

for the essential policies and optimum equip¬

ment, the cost will be almost five hundred dollars.
When one adds to this the cost of buying new materi¬
als such as records, transcriptions, slides, films of all
types, and in addition the cost of rental on various
items, the cost seems excessive for a small school sys¬
tem.

However, a survey "made for the American Council

on Education recommends that one percent of the annual
cost per pupil be considered as a minimum operating fig12
ure for an audio-visual program.*’
The annual per pupil cost in Warren is approximately
$156.00 with no differential between the various schools.

(11) Checklist for Evaluating a School Audio-Visual
Program. Developed in Education 166, University of Mass¬
achusetts, 19^+9*
(12) Seaton, Helen H,
Programs in Schools, p. 27

A Measure for Audio-Visual
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One per cent of this figure multiplied by the number of
pupils in the Warren East School amounts to approximately
four hundred dollars.

For the ten-year period, then

there should be spent four thousand dollars.
This four thousand dollars would be split into two
funds.

The first fund of five hundred would be used for

the purchase of new equipment.

The remainder in the

second fund, amounting to thirty-five hundred dollars
or three hundred and fifty dollars per year would be
used for the purpose of operating expenses and the
building up of libraries of aids such as records, trans¬
criptions, models, slides, and films of all types.
It is obvious from the amount, $33°*00 per year,
for all operating expenses, that it will not be possible
to purchase all materials which are to be used in the
schools.

After all, regular teaching motion picture

films cost about $4*5.00 each.
$2.50 each.
cases.

StripfUrns cost about

In color, the cost is about double in both

Few motion picture films would be used often

enough In the school to Justify their purchase.

Rather

most films will of necessity have to be rented.

It will

also be possible to secure for the cost of the transport¬
ation many free films which are quite valuable.

Probably

the best solution for a school In a situation such as
that of the Warren East School is the Joining of a
regional film cooperative.

An excellent regional film

- 32 is in operation in western Massachusetts.

For the pur¬

chase of one teaching film, which is placed on deposit
at the film library at the University of Massachusetts
in Amherst, the school can use a total of ten films from
the library.

Obviously such a cooperative film library

is the best immediate solution to our problem of ac¬
quiring a film library.

A more complete description of

the Western Massachusetts Education Film Cooperative is
in the Appendix.
The Maintenance of Effective Public Relations — HA
principal who plans to inaugurate a visual education pro¬
gram should let the parents know what such a program in¬
cludes and how it would function.

If such a program is

already in progress, the principal should lose no time
in selling it to the parents and enlisting their sup¬
port.

The director should seize on every chance pos-

sible to describe the various facets of the audio-visual
program which is being carried on in the school.

The

director should keep the public fully informed as to the
actual practices which are being carried on in the class¬
room.
Dale

1 It

states MA wise administrator of a school

system keeps the parents and the rest of the public in-

113) Embry, H. W. "The P.T.A. and A Visual Program” p.22
The Principal and Audio-Visual Education
(14)

Dale, Edgar,

op. cit. p. 4-35

- S3 formed on new teaching materials.

He makes certain that

the majority of parents actually understand what the
school is trying to do when it introduces films, film¬
strips, radio, recordings, and other teaching materials
into the school program.
The school will make clear to the community that
these new materials do not Interfere with commonly ac¬
cepted practices of the school, — Indeed, that the con¬
trary is true.

The wide use of a rich variety of teach¬

ing materials should make the school more effective in
reaching important goals.

There are several ways for

carrying on this program of Informing the public:
1.

First, the children themselves will talk about
the program when they go home.

2.

There should be regular meetings of the
Parent-Teacher Association in which teachers
and pupils demonstrate these materials.

3.

Information sent to parents from the principals
or superintendent* s office will sometimes deal
vjlth the contributions made by these materials.

4.

The superintendent of schools, the principal,
the director of audio-visual materials, or class¬
room teachers will discuss and demonstrate these
materials to local groups such as luncheon
clubs, union meetings, women’s clubs, and the
like.

Further, the visual equipment and opera-

tors may sometimes be loaned to public groups for
their use.M
It is a distinct part of the principal^ responsi¬
bility as audio-visual director to demonstrate to the
general public that the school is promoting real function¬
al learning and that the school is a growing asset to the
community rather than an artificial, obsolescent institu¬
tion.

CHAPTER VI
THE EVALUATION OF THE AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM
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CHAPTER VI
THE EVALUATION OF THE AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM
Abuses In the Use of Audio-Visual Aids — Even af¬
ter an audio-visual program has been developed, there can
be no relaxation of attention towards the continuing pro¬
gram.

Many trouble spots will develop.

will be necessary.

Much correction

There will be cases of teacher abuse

of an audio-visual program.

The initial program of in-

service training cannot be perfect.

Sadly enough, there

are also found on virtually every teaching staff persons
of a poor professional outlook, or persons with a poor
capacity for developing effective teaching skills and
techniques.

To combat these weaknesses, there is the

necessity of competent supervision, a continuing program
of in-service training, and expert guidance from the
audio-visual director.

Following are some abuses which

are common, but which must be eliminated for the protec¬
tion of the entire audio-visual program.
Some teachers use audio-visual aids in an effort to
relieve themselves of the burden of what they conceive
to be real teaching, i.e., lecture and recitation periods.
These teachers will use motion pictures, strlpfilms, rad¬
io programs, and other audio-visual aide for the sole
purpose of filling up a forty minute period.

They will

try to establish a flimsy relationship between the aid
and the classwork, which foole no one, most particularly

- 87 th© students,

These teachers will use aids indiscrimin¬

ately, measuring not their worth, but their availability.
They will fit the unit to the aid, rather than fit the
aid to the unit.
Other well meaning teachers with a poor conception
of the proper selection of audio-visual aids will use
material which is completely unsuitable for their speci¬
fic purpose and completely unsuited to the grade level.
This usually results from either a vague idea as to the
specific purpose of the lesson or a failure to preview
the material before class use,
HI& is for the teacher to deoide which aids and
combinations of aids are to be used with the objective
of changing the curriculum from stereotyped, formal,
verbal learning in unrelated areas, to vital, human,
sensory and happy learning in related areas.

Through

this method, opportunity is given for individual thinking,
feeling and doing — instead of limiting learning to the
intellectual activities alone which were formerly of the
first conoern.”!

This particular abuse can be eliminated

only through teacher training in the development of valid
criteria for the proper selection of audio-visual mater¬
ials,

Noel and Leonard* 2 state that selection of proper

v (1) 3handler, Anna 0. and Cypher, Irene F, AudioVisual Techniques, p. 192
(2) Noel, Elizabeth G. and Leonard, J. Paul, Founda¬
tions for Teacher Education in Audio-Visual Instruction, pp, 27-8.

materials for the specific teaching purpose rest on such
criteria as these;
*1.

Is the material appropriate to the age and
grade level of the pupils?

The teacher must

keep in mind that his pupils vary as much as
three years and six months in physical age,
and may vary from the third to the tenth grade
in their understanding of various subjects.
2.

Is it adapted to the understanding and exper¬
ience of the group?

3.

Is it related to the interests and needs of the
pupils—needs of which they are aware?

4.

Is it related to the unit being studied?

5.

What will it contribute to the specific object¬
ives of the unit or problem being studied?

6.

Is it interesting?

7.

Is it of suitable length?

For instance, is it

too long for small children whose attention span
is limited?
g.

Are the concepts it presents too difficult?

Is

the manner of presentation too complicated?
9.

Is the information presented important for
students to know?

10.

Are the general impressions which it leaves
valid in terms of other information and in terms
of real-life experiences and activities?
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11.

What understandings should result from the use
of this particular device?

12.

What attitudes or appreciations are likely to
result from Its use?

13*

What skills may be improved from Its use?

14.

If there Is more than one type of audio-visual
material available for a unit, which one or ones
are most suited to my group and which will do
the best teaching Job in the shortest time?”

Many teachers also think that if many types of
audio-visual aids are used in one lesson, the number alone
will guarantee effectiveness.

Usually, however, too many

visual aids used at one time will give the same results
as the use of no audio-visual materials — fragmentary,

,

*

disintegrated learning.

Only those aids which will most

effectively promote a better learning situation should
be used.

Obviously if the following four steps which

apply to the use of nearly every audio-visual aid are
carefully considered, there will be no over-use of audio¬
visual material:
Ml.

Teacher preparation:

selecting, planning, and

preparing for the learning experience.
2.

Glass preparation:

3.

Presentation:

getting the class ready.

using audio-visual materials as

an integral part of the total learning situations.
4.

Glass follow-up:

connecting what has been learn-

- ?o ed with all the related learning experiences —
testing, applying, and evaluating what has been
learned.n

3

Often times the material used is poor in quality.
Countless pictures are erroneous in detail.

Errors are

found in many commercial films and stripfilms.

Many

films are so patched, that a showing cannot possibly go
through without a breakdown in operation.

The sound

tracks of many films are so poor that it is difficult
or impossible to hear well.

Teachers do not expect to

use books in which much of the material is Illegible.
Nelthenfehould teachers be expected to use audio-visual
material which is unintelligible in whole or part to the
students.
There is also that group of teachers who feel that
the mere use of an audio-visual aid to instruction insures
that effective learning is taking place.

“When we use

audio-visual material in the classroom and bring the world
to our children, we should do more than merely to set out
on a sightseeing tour for which and over which we have
no responsibility.

Rather, we need to think of this

classroom excursion as an exploring party.
to explore some new territory.

We are going

Therefore, before we take

the trip we ought to stimulate questions and problems in

(3)

Noel, Elizabeth G. and Leonard, J. Paul. op. cit.p.Pg

91 the minds of the students.

We must help them get each

other ready to see certain things, aid them to reflect
on what they see, help them to integrate their information
and attitudes with previous Information and attitudes
similarly gained, build generalizations — make their
learning transferable.

k

Merely showing a fine sound

film is a case of shiftless teaching.

The use of an aud¬

io-visual aid should mean greater work on the part of the
teacher.
teaching.

It can never be UBed as a substitute for
Wittich^ makes this statment regarding the use

of the sound motion picture, but the concept applies equally to the use of all audio-visual materials: H.
the sound teaching film is not a substitute for the
teacher.

The teacher must use films just as she has

used traditional learning materials:

if she will build

anticipatory work which will overcome some of the inher¬
ent barriers to learning; if she will follow its use
with discussion and with evaluation opportunities, again,
just as she has used traditional teaching materials,
then the utilization pattern for the sound teaching film
can be an established and x^orthwhlle one which will yield
greater factual assimilation and greater retention of in-

p.

[b)

Dale, Edgar.

Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching.

496

(5) Wittich, W. A.
Film In Education, p. SI

MBasic Techniques of Film Use"
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formation benefits to the learners.”
j

There must be

both teaoher preparation and pupil preparation for the
most effective and economical use of teaching aids.

A

class must be prepared to be a critical and purposeful
audience.

Understanding must be pointed up and mastered.

Often a second showing is extremely advantageous.
This is by no means a comprehensive listing of all
the abuses to be found in the use of audio-visual aids.
They are, however,

some of those abuses which are most

common and which are most likely to appear when a school
is in the process of developing an audio-visual program.
No matter how good an Initial program of in-service
training is carried on, some of these abuses will be
found.

The wide-awake audio-visual director must be

alert to notice these abuses and make every effort to
remedy them with a program of continuous in-service
training.

One can sum up most of the various abuses in

one sentence.

For any number of reasons there is too

often a lamentable failure to integrate the use of audio¬
visual aids into the teaching situation and into the
curriculum.
Dangers in the Audio-Visual Program—There are
many dangers which confront any audio-visual program.
Some of them are very obvious, while others are much more
subtle.

In the consideration of the abuses in the use of

audio-visual aids on the part of the teaching staff, in

-
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the preceding section, it becomes glaringly apparent that
these abuses lead tc very specific dangers in several
directions.

While teachers are forever lamenting the

dullness of the students, one cannot help but realize
that even the dullest student is amazingly alert to the
personal or professional shortcomings of a teacher.
When a teacher Improperly presents an audio-visual aid,
without adequate integrotion into the curriculum, the
students quite understandably look upon that presentation
as either entertainment for them or as proof that the
teacher is unable to cope with them in a teaching situa¬
tion.

Effective learning certainly will not proceed

x/ith such an attitude.

Not only will that particular

teacher*s prestige suffer measureably, but the respect
for the rest of the faculty will be lessened.
teacher is unable,
niques,

If a

through effective audio-visual tech¬

to dispel the idea from the minds of the pupils

that audio-visual aids are for the purpose of entertain¬
ment or for the purpose of remedying teacher inadequacy,
then indeed, that teacher would be better off not to use
such a id8.
A danger that cannot be over-emphasized is the
treating of audio-visual aids as a separate entity,
something apart from the regular teaching situation.
The teacher must get himself out of the habit of thinking

-
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of the use of audio-visual aids as something different
from standard teaching procedures.

The teacher must

wholeheartedly accept the fact that audio-visual aids
and techniques are integral parts of an effective teach¬
ing performance and that audio-visual aids are used for
the sole purpose of helping the teacher do better that
job which he had planned to do in the first place.

When

the teacher has arrived at that frame of mind, he must
endeavor to bring the students around to that frame of
mind.

This is not to be and can not be done by the mere

telling.

It can only be done by the doing, that is, by

the effective use of audio-visual aids and techniques as
integral parts of the daily classroom procedure so that
the students can accept the accomplished fact.

Too much

use of audio-visual aids is as bad as too little use of
audio-visual aids.

Too many audio-visual aids will

obscure the purpose of the lesson and lead to fragmentary
learning.

McKown and Roberts

6

state:

"An adequate and

varied supply of these aids is essential, but an indis¬
criminate and too free use of them, especially by teachers
who have not learned now to handle them successfully,
easily cause confusion instead of clarification.

can

The u-

tilization of an indiscriminate multiplicity of illustra-

(6) McKown, Harry C. and Roberts, Alvin B.
Visual Aids of Instruction, p. 56^

Audio-
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Certainly not every¬

thing! that can be Illustrated needs to be Illustrated*
One very pointed and pertinent Illustration Is worth a
dozen scattered and unrelated ones, even though they may
be Interesting.*

It there Is a multitude of materials

available for a certain lesson, the teacher must very
carefully select the few very best materials for the
specific purpose at hand.

A good criterion to have In

mind. Is to see that the materials selected range that
gamut of the "Cone of Experience"? as much as Is possible
rather than have several aids from one or two closely
related bands of experience.
Timing or rather poor timing in the use of audio¬
visual aids presents still another danger.

This is par¬

ticularly so with the use of motion pictures.

So often

motion pictures are used as an Introduction to a subject
or unit for the purpose of motivation.
legitimate.
things.

At times this is

Too often, however, this means one of two

The students have too little background to be

able to receive maximum understanding.

They will de¬

rive little understanding and often receive misconceptions.
Often rather than providing motivation, a motion picture
does Just the reverse of that.

(7)

Dale, Edgar

op. clt.

The pupils will feel that

p. 39
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they know all there Is to know, or, If the picture is
too difficult for them with their insufficient background
they will acquire a distaste for that subject.

Under

poor "timing11 might also be placed the failure of most
teachers ever to use a film a second time.

For some rea¬

son, most teachers feel that if a film has been one seen
by the students, even in the dim past, the film can never
be used again.

Actually, with many films, students learn

Just enough from the first showing so that a good class
critique can show them Just how much they did not learn
from the first showing and how much it is possible to
learn from a second showing*
It is true that verbalism is a major educational
disease and that one of the prime reasons for the use of
audio-visual techniques and aids is the remedying of the
disease.

Yet the use of aids which are not suited to

the level of the particular learning situation will cause
verbalistlc learning Just as surely as the use of words
not based on a pupil's prior experience.
Last, there is distinct danger in allowing the con¬
tinuance of that general frame of mind which thinks that
anything at all in the way of equipment and materials la
good enough for the school.

Schools themselves are

partly to blame for this because of a mind-set which com¬
pletely refuses to allow the discarding whatsoever of
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anything In the way of materials or books.

Films are

used for schools which would never be used for any other
purpose.

Films, slides, and stripfilms must be discarded

when they are inadequate for the accomplishment of their
purpose.

The same should apply to projectors, radios,

record players.

In the Warren East School there are four

lantern slide projectors of various types.
these are non-usable.

Three of

However, it is impossible to get

them repaired or replaced.

Yet on any Inventory of school

equipment, it appears that there are four lantern slide
projectors.

Also, most school systems seem to have a

plethora of radios and record players.

Unfortunately,

the great majority of these are completely valueless.
There are so many public minded citizens who, whenever
they find their radios, record players and other impedlmenta inadequate for their personal use, bestow that
article upon the school system as a treasured gift.

It

is high time that people were brought to realize that
Just as they would not care to clothe and feed their
children on others* castoffs, neither should we attempt
to educate our children x*ith castoff, Inadequate equip¬
ment.
The Development of Criteria — Just as education It¬
self Is dynamic and not static, so should the audio-visual
program be dynamic.

Methods of education can never be

9$
perfect because they must be constantly adjusted to meet
the needs of a changing society.

So, too, will audio¬

visual methods and techniques always fall short of reach¬
ing an absolute standard, because there should never be
reached a completely static situation.

New goals,

changing student population, the development of new tech¬
niques and equipment all preclude a static situation.
Consequently, it will always be necessary to be continu¬
ally evaluating and re-evaluating the program In terms of
changing standards.
However, It will be necessary to make as objective
an evaluation as possible in order to both Improve the
audio-visual program itself and to Justify the expense
involved in the operation of the audio-visual program.
a
MoKown and Roberts state that "there are a number of
items that must be considered in this program of eval¬
uation, and these for our purpose here will be divided
Into three classifications:
1.

Expense

2.

The extent to which available equipment and
materials are used.

3.

The manner in which the equipment and materials
are used.*

In determining the expense of the audio-visual aid,

(g)
p. 4^5.

McKown, Harry C. and Roberts, Alvin B.

op. cit.
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it is necessary that all comparisons be made on a per
pupil basis.

While the total cost of certain audio-visual

equipment may seem excessively high in comparison to other
school supplies, it must be constantly kept in mind that
most audio-visual equipment will be used for the benefit
of virtually all, if not all, the students in the school,
whereas much equipment is purchased by the various de¬
partments for limited use by a small section of the student
body.

A olassroom sound motion ploture projector costs

approximately twice the amount of a typewriter used by
the commercial department for the training of students.
But if one compares the two machines on a basis of per
pupil use, it becomes obvious that the cost of the motion
picture projector per pupil is a great deal less than that
of the typewriter.
Evaluating the audio-visual program in terms of the
extent to which the materials are used serves several
purposes.

Lack of use by certain subject matter depart—

menta will Indicate inadequate or unsatisfactory mater¬
ials for that particular department, or the need for a
selling Job on the part of the audio-visual director.

Over¬

use of certain materials will indicate that more units of
the same type are necessary.

Under-use of certain mater¬

ials in the case of cooperative teachers will indicate
that the aid, is unsuitable for enough use to make the
expense worthwhile.
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However, the above two standards are merely Indirect
measures.

The real value of the program can be measured

only in terms of the results accomplished.

Naturally,

such results will be extremely hard to measure*

After

all, as in measuring all aspects of education, many of
the real results do not show up clearly for years.

Further,

it will be extremely difficult to differentiate the audio¬
visual program results from the results of many forces and
Influences.
The American Council of Education^ evaluates the
total programs on the basis of five factors:
"1.
2.

Organization of program.
Degree to which physical difficulties are over¬
come .

3.

Promotional activities.

4.

Utilization of materials.

5.

Financial support of the program."

From the suggestion embodied in the American Council
on on Education^ study, Schrelber and Roberthave
built the folloitflng list of evaluative questions.

Those

not applying to a small school system have been omitted.
"Supervision and direction
Does the audio-visual director in your school

(9) Seaton, Helen H.
grams in Schools, p. 6
(10)
p. 60-I

A Measure for Audio-Visual Pro¬

Schrelber, Robert E, and Calvert, Leonard, op. cit.

*
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system have a position co-ordinate with other
members of the supervisory staff and does he
have adequate assistance?
Facilities and equipment
Are building facilities adequate?

Acoustics,

lighting, electric outlets, ventilation, dark¬
ening facilities, storage space, workshop
space?
Is the school provided with basic equipment in
the amount needed for really adequate use and
Is all equipment used to its fullest capacity?
Materials
Are materials delivered to the school regu¬
larly, and far enough in advance of the time
needed so that they can be previewed or audi¬
tioned.
Are purchases of materials made on the following
basis;

relation to curriculum, frequency of use

or extent of demand, long-term effectiveness,
availability from other sources?
Teacher training and information
Are teachers encouraged to attend institutes,
meetings, demonstrations, and workshops in the
the use of audio-visual materials?
Do teachers have an opportunity to have indi¬
vidual conferences with the director of audio-

-
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visual education?
Do teachers receive instruction on the opera¬
tion of equipment from the audio-visual direc¬
tor of the school?
Do teachers receive assistance in using audio¬
visual materials effectively:
Through committee and conference work?
Through publications, bulletins, and other
instructional materials?
Does each teacher find that complete and anno¬
tated catalogues of materials are readily avail¬
able?
Are the guides supplied to the teacher simple
and specific?
Are books and publications about audio-visual
materials readily available?
Financial support
Is there a regular budgetary appropriation (one
per cent of the annual per pupil cost) for aud¬
io-visual aids?
Does the budgetary allowance provide for:
An adequate staff?
Purchase of adequate materials?
Maintenance of equipment and materials?
Planned program of equipping existing
buildings?H

- 103 For the measurement of the program ae it operates
day by day with individual teachers and in the individual
classrooms, the following list of evaluative questions,
to quote again from DeBernardis,*^ will furnish a prac¬
tical measurement on the everyday operating level.
Ml,

Do teachers have access to professional books
and magazines on audio-visual aids?

2.

Are audio-visual materials readily accessible to
teachers?

3.

Are teachers encouraged to use a variety of
materials in their instruction?

4.

Does the principal provide effective leader¬
ship in the use of audio-visual materials?

5.

Do pupils look upon the use of motion pictures
as a ’movie show*?

6.

Do teachers know how to operate the more common
types of audio-visual equipment?

7.

Do teachers know the main sources of audio¬
visual materials?

g.

Do teachers participate in the selection of
audio-visual aids and equipment?

9.

Do teachers participate in the formulation of
policy regarding audio-visual aids?

10.

Is the administration providing adequate facili-

(11) DeBernardis, Amo.
"In-Service Teacher EducationM
Audio-Visual Materials of Instruction, pp. 121-2

ties for use of audio-visual aids?
11.

Are audio-visual materials integrated into the
instructional process?

12.

Are teachers encouraged to make inter- and intra¬
school visits?

13.

Are teachers kept informed of developments in
the audio-visual field?

14.

Are material resource-centers being maintained
in each school?

15.

Is proper leadership being provided (director,
coordinator)?

16.

Is there an exchange of ideas, practices, and
techniques among the teachers?

Is this en¬

couraged?
17.

Are facilities provided for preparation of flat
pictures, stencils, handmade slides, and other
such materials?

ig.

Do teachers know what safety practices should
be observed in handling equipment?

19.

Do teachers recognize the values and limitations
of different type of audio-visual aids?1*

Finally, there is one consideration above all others
for the evaluation of the school audio-visual program.
An audio-visual program is planned for the express pur¬
pose of helping the teacher to do better what he had set
out to do in the first place.

Therefore, if audio-visual

- 105
aids are being integrated into the regular classroom pro¬
cedure, and if audio-visual aids are helping the individ¬
ual teacher to do better what he has set out to do in
the first place, then indeed, there is a functioning
audio-visual program in the school.
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